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On the invariants of the quotients of the Jaobian of aurve of genus 2P. GaudryLIX, �Eole polytehnique91128 Palaiseau Cedex, Franegaudry�lix.polytehnique.fr�E. ShostLaboratoire GAGE, UMS MEDICIS, �Eole polytehnique91128 Palaiseau Cedex, Franeshost�gage.polytehnique.fr(orresponding author)January 31, 2001AbstratLet C be a urve of genus 2 that admits a non-hyperellipti involution. We showthat there are at most 2 isomorphism lasses of ellipti urves that are quotients ofdegree 2 of the Jaobian of C.Our proof is onstrutive, and we present expliit formulae, lassi�ed aording tothe involutions of C, that give the minimal polynomial of the j-invariant of these urvesin terms of the moduli of C. The oeÆients of these minimal polynomials are givenas rational funtions of the moduli.keywords: urve of genus 2, group of involutions, Igusa invariants, reduibleJaobian
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IntrodutionAmong the urves of genus 2, those with reduible Jaobian have a partiular interest.For instane, the present reords for rank or torsion are obtained on suh urves [3℄.Also, it is in this partiular setting that Dem'janenko-Manin's method yields all therational points of a urve [7℄.The aim of this paper is to give a onstrutive proof of the following theorem.Theorem 1 Let C be a urve of genus 2 with (2,2)-reduible Jaobian. Then there areat most 2 ellipti urves that are quotients of degree 2 of its Jaobian, up to isomor-phism.If this is the ase, we present rational formulae that give the j-invariant of these elliptiurves in terms of the moduli of C.The moduli of the urves of genus 2 form a 3-dimensional variety that was �rst desribedby Igusa in [4℄. His onstrution relies on 4 ovariants of the assoiated sexti, denotedby (A;B;C;D); the formulae for these ovariants are given again in [11℄. We use themoduli (j1; j2; j3) proposed in [5℄, whih are ratios of these ovariants. If we supposethat A is not zero, they are given byj1 = 144 BA2 ;j2 = �1728AB � 3CA3 ;j3 = 486 DA5 :The speial ase A = 0 is dealt with in appendix 5.3. All along the paper, the hara-teristi of the base�eld will be supposed di�erent from 2, 3 and 5. We will regularlyfeel free to work over an algebrai losure of the initial �eld of de�nition of the urves.AknowledgementsThe omputations neessary to obtain the formulae given here were done on the om-puters of UMSMEDICIS 658 (CNRS { �Eole polytehnique, http://mediis.polyte-hnique.fr). We thank Philippe Satg�e for his areful reading of this paper, andFran�ois Morain for his numerous omments and suggestions.1 PreliminariesDe�nition 2 The Jaobian of a urve C of genus 2 is (2,2)-reduible if there exists a(2,2)-isogeny between Ja(C) and a produt E1 � E2 of ellipti urves. The urve E1 isthen alled a quotient of Ja(C) of degree 2.As usual, the pre�x (2; 2) means that the kernel of the isogeny is isomorphi to Z=2Z�Z=2Z. A urve of genus 2 always admits the hyperellipti involution, denoted �, whihommutes with all other automorphisms. The following lemma, in substane in [4℄,relates the reduibility to the existene of other involutions.2



Lemma 3 Let C be of genus 2 urve. The set of the non-hyperellipti involutionsof C is mapped onto the isomorphisms lasses of ellipti urves whih are quotient ofdegree 2 of the Jaobian of C, via � 7! C=� . As a onsequene the Jaobian of C is(2,2)-reduible if and only if C admits a non-hyperellipti involution.Proof. Let � be a non-hyperellipti involution of C. The quotient of C by � is a urveE of genus 1 [4℄; this urve is a also quotient of the Jaobian of C. The Jaobianprojets onto E , and the kernel of this map is another ellipti urve E 0. Consequently,the Jaobian of C splits as E � E 0.On the other hand, let E be an ellipti quotient of degree 2 of Ja(C). There exists amorphism ' of degree 2 from C onto E . For a generi point p on C, the �ber '�1('(p))an be written fp; q(p)g, where q is a rational funtion of p. We de�ne � as the mapp 7! q(p). Sine the urve E has genus one, � is not the hyperellipti involution. 2Bolza [1℄, Igusa [4℄ and Lange [8℄ have lassi�ed the urves with automorphisms, andin partiular the urves with involutions. The moduli of suh urves desribe a 2-dimensional subvariety of the moduli spae; we will denote this set by H2. In ourloal oordinates, this hypersurfae is desribed by the following equation R, whoseonstrution is done in [11℄.R : 839390038939659468275712j23 + 921141332169722324582400000j33+ 32983576347223130112000j21 j23 + 182200942574622720j3 j1j22� 374813367582081024j3 j21j2 + 9995023135522160640000j23 j1j2+ 94143178827j42 � 562220051373121536j3 j22 � 562220051373121536j3 j31+ 43381176803481600j3 j32 � 71964166575759556608000j23 j2� 388606499509101605683200j23 j1 � 1156831381426176j51 j3� 31381059609j71 + 62762119218j41 j22 + 13947137604j31 j32� 31381059609j1j42 � 188286357654j31 j22 � 6973568802j61 j2+ 192612425007458304j41 j3 + 94143178827j61 � 6973568802j52+ 28920784535654400j21 j3j22 + 164848471853230080j31 j3j2 = 0:We will all redued group of automorphisms of a urve the quotient of its group ofautomorphisms by f1; �g. The points on H2 an be lassi�ed aording to their reduedgroup of automorphisms G.� G is the dihedral group D6; this is the ase for the point on H2 assoiated to theurve y2 = x6 + 1.� G is the symmetri group S4; this is the ase for the point assoiated to the urvey2 = x5 � x.� G is the dihedral group D3; the orresponding points desribe a urve D on H2,exluding the two previous points.� G is Klein's group V4. The orresponding points desribe a urve V on H2,exluding the two previous points; these 2 points form the intersetion of D andV.� G is the group Z=2Z. This orresponds to the open subset U = H2 �D�V; thissituation will be alled the generi ase.In the sequel, we haraterize all these ases, exept the two isolated points, in termsof the moduli of C, desribe the involutions of C and ompute the orresponding j-invariants. 3



In the "generi ase", we introdue two harateristi invariants of the isomorphismlasses. Our expliit formuae then give an easy proof of the fat that the urves whosemoduli lie on D admit a real multipliation byp3. Finally, the involutions are naturallypaired as (�; ��), and these involutions orrespond in general to distint ellipti urves;we show that on the urve V, eah pair (�; ��) yields a single ellipti urve.The proof of Theorem 1 ould be ahieved through the exhaustive study of all possibleautomorphism groups, whih would require to onsider groups of order up to 48. Wefollow another approah, whih relies on the omputer algebra of polynomials systems.This method brings to treat many polynomial systems. While most of them an beeasily treated by the Gr�obner bases pakage of the Magma Computer Algebra Sys-tem [10℄, the more diÆult one in setion 2 requires another approah, whih we willbriey desribe. The systems we solved annot given here, for lak of spae; they areavailable upon request. The study of the group ation in setion 2 was partly ondutedusing the failities of Magma for omputing in �nite groups.2 The generi aseIn the open set U , the redued group of automorphisms is Z=2Z. Consequently, thewhole group of automorphisms has the form f1; �; �; � �g, and lemma 3 implies thatthere are at most two ellipti quotients. Our goal is then to ompute a polynomial ofdegree 2 giving their j-invariants in terms of the moduli (j1; j2; j3).2.1 The minimal polynomial from a Rosenhain formAs a �rst step, we obtain the j-invariants from a Rosenhain form. The following resultis based on [4℄, whih gives the Rosenhain form of a (2; 2)-reduible urve.Theorem 4 Let C be a urve of genus 2 whose moduli belong to H2. On an algebrailosure of its de�nition �eld, C is isomorphi to a urve of equationy2 = x(x� 1)(x� �)(x� �)(x� �); where � = � 1� �1� � ;and �, �, � are pairwise distint, di�erent from 0 and 1. The Jaobian of C is (2; 2)-isogeneous to the produt of the ellipti urves of equation y2 = x(x� 1)(x��), where� is a solution of �2�2�2 + 2��(�2� + �)� + �2 = 0: (1)Proof. The urve C has 6 Weierstra� points, and an isomorphism from C to anotherurve is determined by the images of 3 of these points. Let � be a non-hyperelliptiinvolution of C, and P1, P2, P3 be Weierstra� points on C that represent the orbits of� . The urve C0 de�ned by sending fP1; P2; P3g to f0; 1;1g admits the equationy2 = x(x� 1)(x � �)(x� �)(x� �):This urve is not singular, so �, �, � are pairwise distint, and di�erent from 0 and 1.4



The image of the involution of C on C0 is still denoted by � . This involution permutesthe Weierstra� points of C0; up to a hange of names, we have �(0) = �, �(1) = � and�(1) = �. On another hand, � an be written�(x; y) = �ax+ bx+ d ; wy(x+ d)3� ;and sine it has order 2, we have a = �d and w = �(ad � b)3=2. The involution � isdetermined by �(0) = � and �(1) = �, whih gives�(x; y) = �� x� �x� � ; u3y(x� �)3� ;where u = �p�(� � �):Changing the sign of u is equivalent to omposing � with �. The relation �(1) = � thenyields the �rst assertion � = � 1� �1� � :We now look for a urve isomorphi to C0, where the involution an be written (x; y) 7!(�x; y). This means that we are interested in a transformation' : x 7! ax+ bx+ dsuh that '(0) = �'(�), '(1) = �'(�), '(1) = �'(�). It is straightforward to hekthat '(x) = x� � � ux� � + u;is suh a transformation. As a result, the urve C is isomorphi to the urve C00 ofequation y2 = (x2 � x21)(x2 � x22)(x2 � x23), wherex1 = '(1) = 1; x2 = '(0) = � � u� + u; x3 = '(1) = 1� (� � u)1� (� + u) :The morphism (x; y) 7! (x2; y) maps C00 onto the ellipti urve E of equationy2 = (x� 1)(x � x22)(x� x23):The urve E has Legendre form y2 = x(x� 1)(x� �), where� = x22 � x231� x23 = ��� �p�(� � �)�2 :Computing the minimal polynomial of � proves the theorem. The onditions on �, �,� show that none of the denominators vanishes, and that E is not singular. 2
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Corollary 5 Let C be a urve whose moduli belong to U , and (�; �; �) de�ned as above.The j-invariants of the quotients of degree 2 of the Jaobian of C are the solutions ofthe equation j2 + 1(�; �)j + 0(�; �) = 0; (2)where (0; 1) are rational funtions.Proof. The j-invariant of an ellipti urve under Legendre form is given by the relation�2(�� 1)2j � 28(�2 � �+ 1)3 = 0: (3)The previous theorem yields 2 ellipti urves that are quotients of the Jaobian of C,and on the open set U , they are the only ones. The polynomial equation giving j isobtained as the resultant of equations 3 and 1, using the relation � = � 1��1�� . 2We do not print the values of 0(�; �) and 1(�; �) for lak of spae. Sine the moduli(j1; j2; j3) an be written in terms of � and �, an elimination proedure ould give theoeÆients 0 and 1 in terms of the moduli. Our approah is less diret, but yields tolighter omputations.2.2 The group ating on Rosenhain formsIn this setion, we introdue two invariants that haraterize the isomorphism lassesof (2,2)-reduible urves.Theorem 6 Let C be a urve of genus 2 whose moduli belong to H2. There are 24triples (�; � = � 1��1�� ; �) for whih the urve of equation y2 = x(x�1)(x��)(x��)(x��)is isomorphi to C. The unique subgroup of order 24 of PGL(2; 5) ats transitively onthe set of these triples.Proof. Theorem 4 yields a triple (�1; �1; �1) that satis�es the ondition, so from nowon, we onsider that C is the orresponding urve. Every urve isomorphi to C is givenby a birational transformation x 7! ax+ bx+ d:Sine this urve must be under Rosenhain form, the transformation must map 3 ofthe 6 Weierstra� points (0; 1;1; �1; �1; �1) on the points (0; 1;1). The orrespondinghomographi transformations form a group of order 6:5:4 = 120, and an exhaustivesearh shows that only 24 of them satisfy the relation on the new values (�; �; �),� = � 1� �1� � :Let us denote by (�i; �i; �i)i=1;::: ;24 the orresponding triples. The exhaustive studyshows that the urve of Rosenhain form f0; 1;1; �i; �i; �ig is sent to the urve ofRosenhain form f0; 1;1; �j ; �j ; �jg by suessive appliations on these 6 points of themaps �1(x) = 1=x, �2(x) = 1� x, �3(x) = x��1�� , �4(x) = x=�. These maps generate a6



group isomorphi to the unique subgroup of order 24 of PGL(2; 5), and the ation ofthis group on the triples (�; �; �) is given by the following table.map �1 �2 �3 �4� 1� 1� � ���1 ��� 1� 1� � ���1�� 1�� 1� 1� � ���1�� �� 2The 24 triples (�i; �i; �i) are expliitely given in appendix 5.3. The symmetri funtionsin these triples are invariants of the isomorphism lass of C. We will now de�ne twospei� invariants that haraterize these lasses.De�nition 7 Let C be a urve of genus 2 whose moduli belong to H2, and let f(�i; �i; �i)gbe the set of triples de�ned above. We denote by 
 and � the following funtions:
 = P24i=1 �2i ;� = P24i=1 �i�i:The following proposition shows that 
 and � haraterize the isomorphism lasses ofsuh urves. It is straightforward to hek all the following formulae, sine (j1; j2; j3),(0; 1) and (
;�) an be written in terms of (�; �).Proposition 8 Let C be a urve of genus 2 whose moduli belong to H2, and (
;�)de�ned as above. If all terms are de�ned, then the following holds:j1 = 36(
�2)�2(
�8)(2��3
)2 ;j2 = �216�2(
�+��27
)(
�8)(2��3
)3 ;j3 = � 243
�464(
�8)2(2��3
)5 :The previous system an be solved for (j1; j2; j3) only if the point (j1; j2; j3) belongsto H2. In this ase, 
 and � are given by the following proposition.Proposition 9 Let C be a urve of genus 2 whose moduli belong to H2, and (
;�)de�ned as above. If all terms are de�ned, then the following holds:
 = (349360128j1j3 � 29859840j3j2 + 1911029760000j23 + 972j21 j2 � 110730240j21 j3� 45j1j22 � 12441600j1j3j2 + 6j32 + 45j41 � 330j31 j2 � 56j21j22 � 16j51 ) =(�26873856j1j3 � 14929920j3j2 + 955514880000j23 + 3732480j21 j3 � 9j1j22+ 4147200j1j3j2 + 3j32 + 9j41 � 3j31j2 + 2j21j22 � 2j51);� = 3=4(162j41 � 483729408j1j3 + 17199267840000j23 + 67184640j21 j3 � 36j51� 134369280j3j2 + 162j1j22 + 45j32 + 35251200j1j3j2 � 45j31 j2 � 72j21 j22� 6912000j3j22 � 20j1j32 � 4j41j2)(349360128j1j3 � 29859840j3j2+ 1911029760000j23 + 972j21 j2 � 110730240j21 j3 � 45j1j22 � 12441600j1j3j2+ 6j32 + 45j41 � 330j31j2 � 56j21j22 � 16j51 ) =�(27j41 + 161243136j1j3 + 1433272320000j23 � 53498880j21 j3 � 9j51+ 44789760j3j2 + 486j21 j2 + 135j1j22 � 23846400j1j3j2 � 162j31 j2 � 81j21j22� 3456000j3j22 � 10j1j32 � 2j41j2)(�26873856j1j3 � 14929920j3j2+ 955514880000j23 + 3732480j21 j3 � 9j1j22 + 4147200j1j3j2 + 3j32 + 9j41� 3j31 j2 + 2j21j22 � 2j51 )�: 7



Remark The invariants (
;�) are rational funtions de�ned on the variety H2. Con-sequently, there may exist simpler formulae to express them.We now give the oeÆients of the minimal polynomial of the j-invariant in terms of
 and �.Proposition 10 Let C be a urve of genus 2 whose moduli belong to the open set U .The j-invariants of the ellipti quotients of degree 2 of its Jaobian are the solutionsof the equation j2 + 1j + 0, where 0 and 1 are given below.0 = 4096�2(
�32)3
2(
�8) ;1 = �128�(
2�4
�+56
�512)
(
�8) :The two previous propositions lead to an expression of the formj2 + 1(j1; j2; j3)j + 0(j1; j2; j3) = 0;where 1(j1; j2; j3) and 0(j1; j2; j3) are rational funtions in (j1; j2; j3). The denomi-nators in these funtions vanish on the two urves D and V, and two additional urves.This last degeneray is an artifat due to our hoie of denominators; it is treated inappendix 5.3.Computational onsiderations. To derive the previous formulae, the �rst step isto obtain eah of the funtions (0; 1; j1; j2; j3) in terms of 
 and �. Let us onsiderthe ase of, say, j1. The indeterminates (�; �; j1;
;�) are related by the system8<: 
 = 
(�; �);� = �(�; �);j1 = j1(�; �);where the right-hand side is a rational funtion. The relation between (
;�; j1) is theequation of the image of the orresponding rational funtion. Determining this relationis often alled impliitization.A well-known approah to solve this question relies on a Gr�obner basis omputation.The system an be rewritten as a polynomial system Fj1 in (�; �; j1;
;�). The relationwe seek is the intersetion of the ideal generated by Fj1 and the additional equation1� ZD(�; �) with Q [j1 ;
;�℄, where Z is a new indeterminate, and D the lm of thedenominators [2, hapter 3.3℄. The intersetion an be omputed by a Gr�obner basisfor an eliminating order. In our ase, suh omputations take several hours, usingMagma on a DEC EV6 500 Mhz mahine.We followed another approah to treat this question. The system we onsider de�nes a�nite extension of the �eld Q(
;�), and the relation we seek is the minimal polynomialof j1 in this extension. In [12℄, the seond author proposes a probabilisti polynomial-time algorithm to ompute this minimal polynomial; its Magma implantation solvesthe present question in a matter of minutes.Finally, one j1, j2 and j3 are obtained in terms of (
;�), we have to solve the systemin Proposition 8 for (
;�). This system de�nes a �nite extension of Q(j1 ; j2). Sine 
and � are know to be funtions of (j1; j2; j3), j3 is a primitive element for this extension,and our question is redued to ompute 
 and � using this primitive element. Themethods in [12℄ apply as well in this ase, and give the formulae in Proposition 9.8



3 The urve DWe now turn to the �rst speial ase, the urve D de�ned in the preliminaries, andprove Theorem 1 in this ase. The omputations turn out to be quite simpler, mainlybeause this variety has dimension only one. Our formulation also leads to additionalresults onerning the endomorphism ring of the Jaobian in question.Theorem 11 Let C be a urve of genus 2 whose moduli belong to D. There are twoellipti urves that are quotients of degree 2 of Ja(C).Proof. As in the generi ase, we start form a haraterization of those urves due toIgusa [4℄.Lemma 12 Let C be a urve of genus 2. The redued group of automorphisms of C isD3 if and only if C is isomorphi to a urve of equationy2 = x(x� 1)(x� �)(x� �)(x� �); where � = 11� �; and � = 1� 1�; (4)with � di�erent from 0, 1 and (1�p3)=2.If C is under the form 4, its redued group of automorphisms an be expliitely written.In the following table, u denotes �p�2 � �+ 1.map orderId (x; y) 7! (x; y) 1�1 (x; y) 7! � ��x(��1)x+1 ; u3y((��1)x+1)3 � 2�2 (x; y) 7! � (��1)x+1�x+1�� ; u3y(�x+1��)3� 2�3 (x; y) 7! ��x+1��x�� ; u3y(x��)3� 2�1 (x; y) 7! �1� 1x ; yx3 � 3�2 (x; y) 7! � 11�x ; y(1�x)3� 3For eah of the involutions �1, �2, �3, we repeat the onstrution done in the proof oftheorem 4: we assoiate to eah �i a pair of ellipti urves.To this e�et, we determine an isomorphism ' from C to a urve where �i beomes(x; y) 7! (�x; y), and denote by x1 = 1, x2 and x3 the values taken by ' at f0; 1;1g.The means that the urve C is isomorphi to the urve y2 = (x2� 1)(x2�x22)(x2�x23),and the ellipti urves we look for are y2 = (x � 1)(x � x22)(x � x23), whose Legendreforms is y2 = x(x� 1)(x� �), where � = (x22 � x23)=(1� x23). These omputations aresummarized in the following table.involution ' x2 x3 ��1 x 7! (�1�u)x+�(�1+u)x+� �1�u+��1+u+� u+1u�1 �1 = �(�� 1� u)2�2 x 7! (��1�u)x+1(��1+u)x+1 �1�u+��1+u+� ��u�+u �2 = 1�(��1+u)2�3 x 7! x��+ux���u �1�u+��1+u+� ��u�+u �3 = 1�(��1+u)2Let �0i be the onjugate of �i, obtained when u is replaed by �u. The ellipti urvesorresponding to �i and �i� have Legendre parameters �i and �0i, and we have �2 =9



�3 = 1=�01, �02 = �03 = 1=�1. Sine hanging �i to its inverse 1=�i leaves the j-invariant unhanged, there are only 2 isomorphism lasses of ellipti quotients. 2We now give generators of the ideals de�ning the urves in D, in terms of their mod-uli. We follow the Gr�obner basis approah we already mentioned; Magma's Gr�obnerpakage takes about a minute to treat these simpler problems.Equation 4 gives the moduli in terms of �, and these relations an be expressed by apolynomial system FD in Q [j1 ; j2; j3; �℄. The ideal de�ning the urve D is obtained asthe intersetion of the ideal generated by FD and 1�ZD(�) with Q [j1 ; j2; j3℄, where Zis a new indeterminate, and D(�) the lm of the denominators of (j1; j2; j3) expressedin terms of �: j1j22 � 297j1j2 � 90j22 � 725760j1j3 + 172800j2j3�2187j1 � 243j2 + 169641216j3 = 0;7j32 � 57600j3j1j2 + 8991j1j2 + 2646j22 � 34774272j3j1 � 22394880j3j2�9953280000j23 + 65610j1 + 7290j2 � 4901119488j3 = 0;�81j1 + 21j21 � 9j2 + 5j1j2 + 864000j3 = 0:As in setion 2, the previous proof yields the minimal polynomial of the Legenbreparameters �, and then of j-invariants in terms of �, under the form j2+1(�)j+0(�).Eliminating � is a simple task, whih gives the formulae:1 = 38 �85221j1j2 � 69228j21 � 6621j22 + 6054374400j3j1 + 692576000j3j2 � 5952061440j3j3(4705j2 + 21492j1 � 129816) ;0 = �812373j21 + 1412j1j2 + 210j22 + 33696000j3j1 + 4320000j3j2 � 246067200j3j3(5j2 + 27j1 � 108) :The points were a denominator vanishes must be treated separately. This is done inappendix 5.3.Finally, the previous results make the proof of the following orollaries quite easy.Theorem 13 Let C be urve of genus 2 whose moduli belong to D. Its two elliptiquotients are 3-isogeneous.Proof. We use the same notation as in the previous proof. Let E1 be the ellipti urveassoiated to the involution �1, under the form y2 = x(x � 1)(x � �1). Its 3-divisionpolynomial is  3(x) = 3x4 + (�4�1 � 4)x3 + 6�1x2 � �21:The following linear form divides  3(x):S3(x) = 3x+ �� 2(u+ 1);and orresponds to a subgroup of E1 of order 3. Using V�elu's formulae [13℄, we anexpliitely determine a urve 3-isogeneous to E1, of the formy2 = x3 + a2x2 + a4x+ a6;10



where a2; a4; a6 are de�ned byx0 = (2(u+ 1)� �)=3;t = 6x20 � 4(�1 + 1)x0 + 2�1;u = 4x30 � 4(�1 + 1)x20 + 4�1x0;a2 = �(�1 + 1);a4 = �1 � 5t;a6 = 4(�1 + 1)t� 7(u+ x0t):It is a straightforward omputation to hek that the j-invariant of this urve is �01. 2Corollary 14 Let C be urve of genus 2 whose moduli are on D. The endomorphismring of the Jaobian of C ontains an order in the quaternion algebra (3;1Q ). In parti-ular, it admits a real multipliation by p3.Proof. The Jaobian of C is isogeneous to E1 � E2, where E1 and E2 are 3-isogeneousellipti urves. Let us denote by I : E1 ! E2 a degree-3 isogeny, and Î its dual isogeny.Let O be the ring O = �� a p3bp3 d � ; where a; b; ; d 2 Z� :The map sending � a p3bp3 d � to the endomorphismE1 � E2 ! E1 � E2(P;Q) 7! ([a℄P + [b℄ÎQ; [℄IP + [d℄Q)is an injetive ring homomorphism. Multipliation by p3 is for instane representedby the endomorphism (P;Q) 7! (ÎQ;IP ). 24 The urve VThis is the seond speial ase; as previously, the study is based on a result due toIgusa.Theorem 15 Let C be a urve of genus 2 whose moduli belong to V. There exist twoellipti urves E1 and E2 suh that V is (2,2)-isogeneous to E1�E1 and E2�E2. Theseellipti urves are 2-isogeneous.Proof. The following result is taken from [4℄.Lemma 16 Let C be a urve of genus 2. The redued groups of automorphisms of Cis V4 if and only if C is isomorphi to the urve of equationy2 = x(x� 1)(x+ 1)(x� �)(x� 1=�); (5)where � is di�erent from 0, -1 and 1. 11



If C is under the form 5, its redued automorphisms an be expliitely determined; inthe following table, u denotes �p1� �2 and u denotes �p�2 � 1.map orderId (x; y) 7! (x; y) 1�1 (x; y) 7! � x���x�1 ; u3y(�x�1)3� 2�2 (x; y) 7! ��x�1x�� ; u3y(x��)3� 2� (x; y) 7! � 1x ; iyx3� 4We follow the same method as in the proof of theorem 11: for eah �i, we make upan isomorphism ' from C to a urve where �i beomes (x; y) 7! (�x; y). This urveis then isogeneous to the ellipti urve y2 = (x � 1)(x � x22)(x � x23), whose Legendreforms are y2 = x(x� 1)(x � �). This leads to the following table.involution ' x2 x3 � j�1 x 7! (1�u)x��(1+u)x�� �+u�1��u�1 1�u1+u �1 = �2(1��)(��1�u)2 J1 = 64 (4�l2)3l4�2 x 7! (����u)x+1(��+�u)x+1 �+�u�1���u�1 �+�u���u �2 = ��1�(��1��u)2 J2 = 64 (4l2�1)3l2The invariants J1 and J2 do not depend on u. This implies that the Jaobian of C is(2,2)-isogeneous to the produts E1�E1 and E2�E2, and onsequently, also to E1�E2.Finally, the urves E1 and E2 are 2-isogeneous, sine (J1; J2) anels the modular equa-tion of degree 2. 2Following the same method as in the previous setion, we obtain an ideal de�ning themoduli of suh urves:32j1j22 � 27j1j2 � 54j22 + 4423680j1j3 + 14745600j2j3 � 13436928j3 = 0;64j32 � 78643200j1j2j3 + 243j1j2 � 378j22 + 31850496j1j3 � 8847360j2j3�36238786560000j23 + 120932352j3 = 0;3j21 � 10j1j2 + 18j2 � 4608000j3 = 0:Their j-invariant are solution of the equation j2 + 1j + 0, where 0 and 1 are givenby the following formulae, again obtained through a Gr�obner basis omputation for aneliminating order.1 = 94 3j1j2 � 2j22 + 1866240j3 + 211200j3j1 + 64000j3j2j3(�243 + 78j1 + 20j2) ;0 = 1082560000j3j2 + 51j1j2 + 30j22 + 768000j3j1 + 18662400j3j3(�243 + 78j1 + 20j2) :5 ExamplesIn this setion, we present examples, mostly taken from the literature, that show theuse of our results. 12



5.1 The generi aseLet C be the urve de�ned over Q by the equationy2 = x6 � x5 + x4 � x2 � x� 1:Its moduli arej1 = 23 � 32 � 5� 13372 ; j2 = �23 � 33 � 11� 13373 ; j3 = 35 � 53228 � 375 :They belong to the open set U � H2, so Ja(C) is isogeneous to a produt of two elliptiurves. On this example, �nding these urves through a Rosenhain form requires towork in an extension of Q of degree 24. Propositions 9 and 10 diretly give:0 = 214 � 56 � 373532 ; 1 = 28 � 34 � 4753 ;and the j-invariants of the ellipti urves are de�ned on Q(i) byj = �27 � 34 � 4753 � 28 � 7� 11� 18153 i:Notie that 53 divides the disriminant of the urve, it is no surprise to see it appearin the denominator of j.5.2 The urve DThe following example is taken from [6℄, where Kulesz builds a urve admitting manyrational points. Let C be the urve de�ned on Q by the equationy2 = 1412964(x2 � x+ 1)3 � 8033507x2(x� 1)2:Its moduli arej1 = 32 � 149 � 167� 2392 � 3618470803 � 3361327572 � 768321547572 ;j2 = �33 � 2392 � 336132 � 195593 � 314223165074854103732577573 � 768321547573 ;j3 = �222 � 317� 59 � 76 � 473 � 893 � 2394 � 3361347575 � 768321547575 :We hek that they belong to the urve D, so the redued group of automorphisms of Cis D3 | the onstrution of this urve in [6℄ already implies this result. Again, writingdown a Rosenhain form for this urve requires to work in an algebrai extension of Q .Our formulae readily give the j-invariants of the quotient ellipti urves:� 239 � 33613 � 843335633224 � 34 � 59 � 72 � 473 � 89 ; and 193 � 673 � 239 � 3493 � 3361328 � 312 � 53 � 76 � 47� 893 :
13



5.3 The urve VIn the paper [9℄, Lepr�evost and Morain study the urve C� de�ned on Q(�) by theequation y2 = x(x4 � �x2 + 1);with the purpose to study sums of araters. Its moduli arej1 = 144 9�2 � 20(3�2 + 20)2 ; j2 = �3456 27�2 � 140(3�2 + 20)3 ; j3 = 243 �2 � 4(3�2 + 20)5 :We hek that they belong to the urve V, so the redued group of automorphisms ofC is V4. This yields the j-invariants of the quotient ellipti urves:j = 64 (3� � 10)3(� � 2)(� + 2)2 and j0 = 64 (3� + 10)3(� + 2)(� � 2)2 :Notie that the urves E� and E0� given in [9℄y2 = x(x2 � 4x+ 2� �);have the same invariants j0. The other quotient urves, with invariant j, admit theequation y2 = x(x2 � 4x+ 2 + �):Appendix: formularyTo omplete the previous study, we give formulae desribing the following ases:� The redued group of automorphisms G is neither D3 nor V4, nor Z=2Z: this isthe ase for the two points 2.(a) and 2.(b) below.� A denominator vanishes. On the urve D, this happens at a single point, treatedin 2.(); in the generi ase, two urves must be studied in 2.(f) and 2.(g).� The ovariant A vanishes, so the moduli (j1; j2; j3) are not adapted. We hoosetwo other invariants, and go through the same exhaustive proess.All these formulae are gathered as an algorithm, taking as input a urve of genus 2,with (2,2)-reduible Jaobian, that outputs the minimal polynomial of the j-invariantsof the ellipti quotients.1. Compute the ovariants A;B;C;D;R of C given in [4℄, and hek that R = 0.2. If A 6= 0: ompute j1; j2; j3.(a) If (j1; j2; j3) = (8120 ;�729200 ; 72925600000 ), then the redued group of automorphismsis D6; return j(j � 54000).(b) If (j1; j2; j3) = (�365 ; 151225 ; 243200000 ), then the redued group of automorphismsis S4; return j � 8000.() If (j1; j2; j3) = (24297228885481 ;�81449284536833237621 ;� 5779802193102947220229240364864 ), then the reduedgroup of automorphisms is D3; returnj2 + 471690263168658503 j � 809407688746188857289761 :14



(d) If (j1; j2; j3) anel the polynomials de�ning D, then the redued group ofautomorphisms is D3; return j as omputed in setion 3.(e) If (j1; j2; j3) anel the polynomial de�ning V, then the redued group ofautomorphisms is V4; return j as omputed in setion 4.(f) If (j1; j2; j3) satisfy331776j3 � j22 � 24j1j2 � 144j21 = 0;9j1 + j2 = 0;then the redued group of automorphisms is Z=2Z; returnj2 + 150994944j3j2 + 12j1 j � 260919263232j3j2 + 12j1 :(g) If (j1; j2; j3) satisfyj52 + 54j42 � 322486272j22 j3 + 481469424205824j23 = 0;18j1 + 5j2 = 0;then the redued group of automorphisms is Z=2Z ; return j2 + 1j + 0,where0 = � 1259559130112 (�j22 � 24j1j2 � 144j21 + 16257024j3)2j231 = (�j22 � 24j1j2 � 144j21 + 16257024j3)(2723051520j3 � 289j22 � 6936j1j2 � 41616j21 )2064772104192j23 ;(h) Else, we are in the generi ase, and no denominator vanishes; return j asomputed in setion 2.3. The ase A = 0(a) If B = 0 and C5 = 4050000D3, the redued group of automorphisms is Z=2Z;return (j � 4800)(j � 8640).(b) If C = 0 and B5 = 3037500D2, the redued group of automorphisms is Z=2Z;return (j � 160)(j + 21600).Compute the invariantst1 = 3512 CDB4 and t2 = 1536BCD :() If (t1; t2) = (1=576000;�460800), the redued group of automorphisms is V4;return j2 + 7200j + 13824000.(d) If (t1; t2) = (�1=864000;�172800), the redued group of automorphisms isD3; return j2 + 55200j � 69984000.(e) The redued group of automorphisms is Z=2Z. Compute
 = �4�238878720000t1 + 1555200t2t1 + 7t22t1 + 2t2477757440000t1 + 2073600t2t1 + t22t1 � t2 and � = 32
;then 0 and 1 given in setion 2; return j2 + 1j + 0.15



Appendix: the 24 triplesThe following table gives the full list of the triples de�ned in theorem 6.(�; ������1 ; �) ( �1��1; ��+�������+1 ; ��+����� ) (���+2��1��1 ; ��+���1 ; (��+����� )(�������� ; ��1���� ; ��1��1) (�; ��+���1 ; ������2�+1) (���+2��1��1 ; ��+1; ��+1)(�������� ; ��1� ; ������+1���2�+1 ) ( ���1; ��+�������+1; �����1) (��1��1 ; ������1 ; ��������)( ���1; ���1 ; �������2�+1) (��1��� ; ������� ; �������2�+1) (���2�+1���� ; ��1� ; ��1� )( ���2�+1������+1; �1��1; ��1��1) (1� ; ������� ; ������2�+1) ( ���2�+1������+1; ���1; ��������)( �1��1; �1��1 ; ��+1���2�+1) (���2�+1���� ; ������� ; �����1) (���2�+1��� ; ��+1��� ; 1�)(��1��� ; ���+�+��1��� ; ��1� ) (���2�+1��� ; ������� ; �) (1� ; ��1���� ; 1�)(��1��1 ; ��+1; ������+1���2�+1 ) (���+���� ; ���+�+��1��� ; ��+1) (���+���� ; ��+1��� ; ��+1���2�+1)

16
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